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Abstract

Sampling of sediment cores using plastic U-channels has made possible the acquisition of
detailed records of paleomagnetic secular variation, geomagnetic polarity, environmental magnetic
studies, and relative paleointensity over the past several million years. U-channel measurements provide the
great advantage of rapid measurements of long sediment cores, but the signal resolution is attenuated by
the response function of the magnetometer sensors, which therefore restrains the recovery of rapid and
large-amplitude ﬁeld changes. Here we focus on the suitability of the dynamics of reversals and excursions
derived from U-channel measurements. We compare successive individual paleomagnetic directions of
1.5 cm × 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm cubic discrete samples with those of a 1.5-m equivalent U-channel sample train
obtained by placing the samples adjacent to each other. We use varying excursion and transition lengths and
generate transitional directions that resemble those of the most detailed paleomagnetic records. Excursions
with opposite polarity directions recorded over less than 7.5 cm are barely detected in U-channel
measurements. Regarding reversals, U-channel measurements smooth the signal of low-resolution records
and generate artiﬁcial transitional directions. Despite producing misleading similarities with the overall
structure of transition records, longer transitional intervals fail also to reproduce the complexity of ﬁeld
changes. Finally, we test the convolution of magnetization by different response functions. The simulation
reveals that even small response function changes can generate signiﬁcant differences in results.

1. Introduction
Measurement of 1.5-m-long sedimentary samples enclosed in plastic tubes called U-channels was proposed
by Tauxe et al. (1983) as an alternative to the traditional, time-consuming procedure based on single samples
extracted from the sediment. Continuous sampling of 10 m of sediment provides at least 450 discrete samples that are measured and stepwise demagnetized separately. This technique typically requires a 2-month
laboratory effort, while it can take only a few days to measure the equivalent U-channel samples (Nagy &
Valet, 1993; Weeks et al., 1993). U-channel measurements therefore have become a successful and standard
practice, and U-channel facilities have now been developed in many laboratories. The most direct impact has
been the proliferation of long and detailed geomagnetic ﬁeld records and environmental magnetic studies
with special interest for obtaining relative paleointensity records over time scales that range from several
thousands to millions of years depending on sediment deposition rate (e.g., Barletta et al., 2010; Channell
et al., 2000; Channell & Kleiven, 2000; Kissel et al., 1998; Macrì et al., 2010; Mazaud et al., 2012; Meynadier
et al., 1992; Roberts et al., 1997; Stoner et al., 2000; Valet, 2003; Valet & Meynadier, 1993).
During measurement, the U-channel is placed on an automated horizontal sample holder and is translated in
and out of the sensing region of a cryogenic magnetometer that is equipped with a set of three orthogonal
pickup coils. The resolution of U-channel records depends on the accumulation rate of the sediment but also
on the width of the magnetometer response function. The response function width depends essentially on
the distance between the coils and sediment and is constrained by the diameter of the room temperature
access of the instrument. Most laboratories with U-channel magnetometer systems are equipped with a
4.2-cm-diameter access, which is optimal for standard 4-cm2 square cross-section U-channels. The resolution
of the record then depends on the length of sediment detected by the pickup coils.

2. Measurement Resolution
To our knowledge, all cryogenic magnetometers adapted for U-channel measurements were built by 2G
Enterprises, but the length of the response functions differs between different instruments and therefore
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Figure 1. Response functions of model 755-R (2G Enterprises) magnetometers with different sets of sensing coils. The type
and location of the magnetometers are mentioned in each panel. IPGP (Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris), LSCE
(Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement), and ISMER (Institut des sciences de la mer de Rimouski).

between laboratories. In Figure 1, we show examples of response curves for various generations of
magnetometers. We excluded the large 15–20 cm half-width response curves inherent to the 760-R series
that was designed for whole-core measurements. The optimal resolution was provided by the 755-R series
equipped with the so-called high-resolution (HR) sensors with a half-window width as short as 4.5–5.5 cm
(Figure 1a; Guyodo et al., 2002; Nagy & Valet, 1993; Weeks et al., 1993) that were initially installed in a few
laboratories. The next generation of 2G magnetometers introduced direct current (d.c.) superconducting
quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) and was characterized by relatively homogeneous responses with
half-widths of 6–7 cm (Figures 1b and 1c). The most recent liquid helium-free magnetometers are
characterized by larger smoothing windows of the order of 7–8 cm (Figure 1d). Note that these values can
change between magnetometers of the same generation depending on various technical constraints.
Summarizing, except the HR coils of the ﬁrst series, the models presently available on the market do not
have half-width response functions shorter than 6–7 cm (Figures 1a–1c). The magnetometer used for the
present measurements was the 2G Enterprises Model 755-R located in the shielded room of the Institut de
Physique du Globe de Paris. It is equipped with d.c. SQUIDs with a half-width response function of 7 cm
(Figure 1b). We are aware that this is not the optimal available resolution and therefore results presented
here are also discussed for smaller window widths.
For the optimal 5.5-cm half-width response functions of the ﬁrst 755-R series, each sediment magnetization
measurement is integrated over an equivalent interval. Consequently, variations with characteristic times
longer than several kyr are recorded by U-channel measurements of sediments with deposition rates
between 2 and 5 cm/kyr that make up a signiﬁcant part of the global database. This is the reason why dipolar
variations dominate published relative paleointensity records. If we deal with deposition rates between 10
and 15 cm/kyr the resolution is evidently improved (Roberts & Winklhofer, 2004). Only a few long-term
studies (e.g., Channell, 2017; Channell & Lehman, 1997; Laj et al., 2006; Verosub et al., 2001) have relied on
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U-channel measurements of such rapidly deposited sediments to investigate detailed variations associated
with geomagnetic excursions and reversals.
The question is to determine the extent to which detailed U-channel records properly document rapid ﬁeld
changes during these periods that are also characterized by low dipole ﬁeld intensities. In the present study,
we investigate this aspect by using a direct approach that relies on testing the coherency of paleomagnetic
individual sediment slice records with the corresponding synthetic U-channel record obtained when the
discrete samples are placed side by side in a continuous manner. Alternatively, we also calculate the convolution induced by the response curve of the magnetometer on the single sample train and test the results
against actual U-channel measurements.

3. Experimental Protocol
The direct way to compare U-channel measurements is to place a succession of sediment slices adjacent to
each other to mimic a 150-cm-long U-channel. A similar approach has been used previously for various purposes (Guyodo et al., 2002; Nagy & Valet, 1993; Roberts et al., 1996; Weeks et al., 1993). In the present case, we
used 1.5-cm-wide plastic cubes to optimize the resolution of discrete samples. Each cube was ﬁlled with modeling clay to which we added a small amount of pure magnetite powder. Care was taken to ﬁll each cube with
a similar amount of magnetite that was weighed so that each specimen has similar magnetic properties.
Owing to the difﬁculties inherent to detrital remanent magnetization acquisition in the laboratory for a large
number of specimens, we produced an anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) in the synthetic sediment samples. The ARM was imparted by inserting each cube within the demagnetization coil of a
Schönstedt demagnetizer (60 mT) alternating ﬁeld (a.f.) surrounded by an external coil to produce a d.c. ﬁeld
(50 μT). Each specimen was inserted within a home-made sample holder that can be oriented in the vertical
and horizontal planes so that samples can record any ﬁeld direction and, thus, simulate reversed, intermediate, and normal polarities. Magnetization intensity was controlled by the concentration of magnetite in the
modeling clay. We created eight different magnetite concentrations in more than 700 cubes, which allowed
us to generate any combination of intensity variations.
The ARM for each cube was measured in the same conditions within the same 2G Enterprises magnetometer
system used for the U-channel measurements. As a ﬁrst step, the discrete samples were measured separately
and spaced from each other by a distance of 30 cm on the sample holder to avoid any interaction. The samples were then positioned adjacent to each other along the magnetometer sample tray to mimic a U-channel
and were measured again. Data treatment consisted of comparing the directions and intensities obtained
from single samples before and after they were measured as a synthetic U-channel.
Magnetization stability was tested by monitoring the evolution of magnetic directions and intensities of the
samples over a 1-day period. The procedure is analogous to a viscosity test and was aimed at checking that
the magnetization did not change between successive measurements that were never separated by more
than 3 hr. The magnetization remained largely unchanged except for a few variations (Figure 2a) that were
likely due to a small viscous component. The sample magnetization is an ARM with coercivity as high as
60 mT, so some samples were demagnetized by a.f. The results (Figure 2b) conﬁrm the overall stability of
the magnetization that is removed at the same peak a.f. as used for ARM acquisition.

4. Simulation of Geomagnetic Excursions
4.1. Previous Studies
Intermediate or reverse polarity directions that correspond to geomagnetic excursions have been rarely
detected in sedimentary records with accumulation rates lower than 5–6 cm/kyr, but the intensity minimum
that accompanies these rapid events is frequently present. The reason for this is that directional changes
occur over a short time period and in the presence of weak ﬁelds. In such conditions, even minor smoothing
linked to magnetization acquisition in addition to resolution limits imposed by the sediment accumulation
rate erases the imprint of reverse polarity or intermediate directions.
Nagy and Valet (1993) and Weeks et al. (1993) compared single sample results with U-channel measurements
and reported that a few abrupt directional changes were smoothed out by pass-through measurements with
high-resolution coils. Roberts et al. (1996) compared long-core measurements of Ocean Drilling Program core
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Figure 2. (a) Evolution of the remanent magnetization (intensity, declination, and inclination) of the synthetic samples as a
function of time. The maximum duration of the experiments (3 hr) is indicated by the orange zone. (b) Alternating ﬁeld
demagnetization diagrams of the anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) imparted to the synthetic samples. The solid
symbols correspond to projections onto the horizontal plane, while the open symbols represent projections onto the
vertical plane.

halves and the equivalent set of discrete samples in a cube train. The magnetometer used for the experiments
was the 2G Enterprises Model 760-R with a more than 15-cm-wide half-window response curve that is the
consequence of the large diameter access needed for whole core measurements. It is, thus, considerably
larger than the magnetometers mentioned above for U-channel measurements. Roberts et al. (1996)
reported directional artifacts that were introduced by convolution of the intensity changes, especially for
regions characterized by large intensity changes.
Roberts and Winklhofer (2004) simulated the effects of postdepositional remanent magnetization (pDRM)
lock-in on a high-frequency geomagnetic signal characterized by a succession of excursions with a 4.5-cm
half-width response function for single samples and for U-channel measurements. For a pDRM lock-in depth
of 10 cm where 95% of the signal is locked within 5 cm, a deposition rate of 8 cm/kyr is required to detect a
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1-kyr-long event using 2-cm-length single samples. The results from the study of Roberts and Winklhofer
(2004) involved that smoothing associated with enhance acquisition and U-channel measurement makes it
ideal to study sediments deposited at rates >10 cm/kyr in order to detect the presence of excursions. In stating this, however, they did not consider whether U-channel measurements introduce directional artifacts.
Here we used a similar approach, but with a 7-cm half-width response curve (Figure 1b). Before investigating
the suitability of transitional directions derived from U-channel measurements, we focused on the detection
of excursions. We did not consider smoothing effects due to pDRM acquisition.
4.2. Artifacts Induced by U-Channel Measurements
Following the previous studies mentioned above, we placed plastic cubes with opposite polarities next to
each other. Normal (and reverse) polarity directions were given a declination close to 0° (and 180°, respectively) and inclinations of 45° (and 45°, respectively). We deliberately did not produce any intermediate
direction in order to be in the most favorable situation, that is, a complete 180° directional change, to detect
the event. A progressive intensity drop with magnetization intensity equal to 10% of the original normal
polarity ﬁeld was also generated for the excursion.
A ﬁrst example involves four magnetized 1.5-cm reverse polarity cubes inserted within strongly magnetized
specimens with the opposite polarity to simulate a 6-cm-long excursion (Figures 3a and 3b). The U-channel
measurements (Figure 3b) fail to reproduce the magnetization changes of the discrete samples (Figure 3a).
The directions do not deviate by more than 35° from the initial polarity direction in the U-channel measurements even though the magnetization intensity changed considerably. The U-channel intensity minimum is
much longer and incorporates a succession of intermediate intensity values. If these results are interpreted in
terms of duration based on sediment deposition rate, they indicate that 1- or 2-kyr-long events are difﬁcult to
detect with U-channel measurements for sediment accumulation rates lower than 6 cm/kyr or 3 cm/kyr,
respectively, and that detection of 2-kyr-long events require deposition rates above 10 cm/kyr. Similar conclusions were reached by Roberts and Winklhofer (2004). However, the data also illustrate that events can
be identiﬁed easily with sedimentation rates above 10 cm/yr for 2-kyr-long events.
Results for increasing excursion lengths are plotted in Figures 3c and 3d, which demonstrate the evolution of
angular deviation and magnetization intensity changes with measurement position. No signiﬁcant polarity
change is detected for intervals up to at least 6 cm, and in all cases the U-channel measurements generate
artiﬁcial directions and magnetization intensities. The situation is summarized by changes in the angular
deviation (deﬁned as the angular change from the original normal polarity direction) in each U-channel
record as a function of excursion length (Figure 3e). Large-scale deviations are not detected in U-channel
measurements for excursion intervals lower than 7.5 cm. Above this value, U-channel measurements document the excursion, but the directional amplitude of the changes is considerably lower than the real changes.
The opposite polarity is only detected for intervals larger than 15 cm. In contrast, a signiﬁcant intensity minimum is observed for excursions as short as 3 cm in the U-channel records. This characteristic is consistent
with the fact that transitional or reverse polarity directions are rarely detected in sedimentary excursion
records, but signiﬁcant intensity minima are observed frequently.
In summary, with the 7-cm half-width of the response curve used for our experiments, U-channel measurements do not reveal signiﬁcant polarity changes for events recorded over <7.5 cm intervals and they contain
no evidence for a 180° directional change for intervals <20–25 cm. These results indicate that sedimentation
rates >20 cm/kyr are necessary to provide evidence for a 1-kyr-long event, while values >10 cm/kyr would be
required for a 2-kyr event. Our most signiﬁcant ﬁnding concerns the systematic lack of ﬁdelity with respect to
detecting the original magnetic directions of individual cubes.
In our cube-train measurements, no transitional direction was induced in the cube magnetizations, so
virtual geomagnetic poles (VGP) lie to the north before and after simulated excursions and to the south
during excursions. All simulated records, including the most detailed ones, are characterized by artiﬁcial
transitional directions with VGPs that are absent from the initial data. In Figure 4, we plot VGP paths
derived from measurements of excursions simulated over 4.5- and 24-cm intervals. The VGP trajectories
deﬁne the transit to the opposite polarity and the return to the initial state. During these two phases
the VGPs are almost antipodal and progress through a large loop. The length of the excursion controls
the amplitude of the loop. For increasing excursion lengths, the VGPs reach higher southern latitudes
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Figure 3. (a) Angular variation (blue squares) and intensity (red squares) changes measured for individual cubes for a 6-cm-long excursion simulated by four reversely magnetized cubes. (b) Same as (a) for the equivalent U-channel. (c) Angular deviation for excursions recorded over increasing length intervals. (d) Same as (c) for
magnetization intensity. (e) Maximum angular deviation from the original polarity and minimum moment variation measured in U-channel samples as a function of
excursion length. The maximum angular deviation does not reach 180° for events smaller than 20 cm.
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and therefore produce a larger loop. Recurring loops with different
amplitudes and similar VGP paths can, thus, be artiﬁcially generated by
U-channel measurements.
In this ﬁrst experiment, we did not use cubes with transitional magnetic
directions. However, the smearing of weakly magnetized transitional
directions by U-channel measurements raises questions about intermediate or transitional directions even in high-resolution records. This aspect
is investigated below from simulations of polarity transitions.

5. Simulations of Polarity Transitions
Following the same approach, we investigated the evolution of transitional directions induced in different sample sets sandwiched between
intervals with normal and reverse polarity. We generated successive transitional directions that are similar to the most detailed volcanic records of
reversals, keeping in mind that these changes may be distinct from reality
because the magnetization of each 1.5-cm cube represents a timeaveraged direction that integrates a signiﬁcant ﬁeld history, including possibly rapid changes. However, this is not critical for investigating the effect
of U-channel measurements on successions of rapidly changing directions
during transitional periods and determining whether suitable transitional
directions can be obtained.
From the above results, we emphasize the importance of a long transition
interval to recover transitional directions that are not generated artiﬁcially
by signal smearing. We simulated reverse to normal polarity reversals (the
Figure 4. Artiﬁcial VGP paths derived from U-channel measurements for
(a) 4.5-cm and (b) 12-cm events.
sense of the transition is not critical). The ﬁrst reversal was deﬁned by eight
transitional cubes (for a 12-cm transitional interval) with angular deviations more than 10° away from full polarity (Figure 5a) and identiﬁed also the intermediate VGP positions.
Associated ﬁeld intensity variations involve 12 cubes over an 18-cm interval. Smoothing generated by the
U-channel has changed the intermediate directions (Figure 5b) and their latitudinal distribution with evident
consequences for the limits of the reversal. The initial VGP path (Figure 5c) is characterized by two deviations
across a large range of longitudes that resemble features found in paleomagnetic records. VGPs for the Uchannel (Figure 5d) fail to duplicate the short-period changes and evolve smoothly and gradually in latitude
between the two polarities. The apparent duration (or interval length) of the transition is unchanged.
A second reversal was simulated over a 30-cm-long interval of sediment with 20 transitional directions
(Figure 6a). It represents a 2-kyr transition duration recorded by sediment with a 15 cm/kyr accumulation rate
(or a 3-kyr transition at 10 cm/kyr). As in the previous case, successive transitional directions (Figure 6b) are
heavily smoothed and their number has increased. The initial VGPs (Figure 6c) have a smoother variation than
in the previous case, with two small amplitude loops in the southern hemisphere and a cluster at midnorthern latitudes. The VGP path derived from the U-channel measurements is conﬁned strictly in longitude
with no VGP looping and no signiﬁcant VGP clustering (Figure 6d). Again, the apparent transition duration is
unchanged. In both situations, smearing of transitional directions by U-channel measurements generates
smooth VGP paths. The degree of longitudinal conﬁnement evidently depends on the initial VGP conﬁguration. U-channel measurements of transitions with poorly scattered VGPs in longitude produce a smooth and
regular transit between the two polarities that resemble a simple dipole rotation, while they tend to reduce
the longitudinal conﬁnement of transitions with scattered VGPs, but still have a smooth change in latitude. In
all cases, the apparent complexity of ﬁeld changes has been smoothed in the U-channel records.
The third simulation applies to a reversal recorded over the same interval thickness, but with a more complex
dynamical structure (Figure 7a). The directions of the cubes are characterized by rapid and large amplitude
changes that have completely disappeared in the U-channel record (Figure 7b). The transitional VGPs
(Figure 7c) cross a wide range of longitudes and are characterized by large latitudinal variations that can
be described roughly by two latitudinal loopings referred to as loops 1 and 2 in Figure 7c. At ﬁrst glance,
the U-channel results (Figure 7d) bear some similarities to the initial record, but in reality, they do not
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Figure 5. Simulations of a 2-kyr polarity transition recorded over an 18-cm stratigraphic interval. (a) Angular deviation (blue squares) and magnetization intensity
(red squares) of individual cubes as a function of their position in the simulated sequence, and (b) angular deviation (blue dots) and magnetization intensity (red
dots) derived from the corresponding U-channel. (c) Initial VGP path derived from the single samples, and (d) VGP path obtained from the U-channel measurements.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 for a 30-cm simulated transitional interval recorded in sediment with 15 cm/kyr deposition rate and a 2-kyr transition.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 for a more complex 2-kyr transition over a 30-cm transitional interval with a 15 cm/kyr deposition rate.

reproduce any major feature of the transition and they alter its dynamical pattern. Overall, the VGP trajectory
has a regular transit from south to north followed by a large loop that could be erroneously interpreted as a
rebound. Neither the amplitude of the changes nor the overall geometry of the path is reproduced.
U-channel measurements fail to recover the ﬁrst loop, and they amplify considerably the second loop.
They have also artiﬁcially generated VGP clusters (e.g., at 30°N and within the VGP loop).
Based on the results in Figure 6, an optimistic view would be to consider that provided that sedimentation
rates are high enough, U-channel measurements can discriminate between simple transitional paths and
more complex dynamic transitional behavior, but any interpretation remains uncertain and dependent on
the amount of smoothing, which is generated by the geometry of the SQUIDs. It is worth noting that
U-channel measurements amplify the distortion generated by changes in deposition rates during the short
transitional period.

6. U-Channel Measurements and Signal Convolution
Each magnetometer has characteristics that yield different measurement resolutions, so it is useful to investigate further the sensitivity to the width of the response curve. In this test, we compare whether transitional
directions derived from U-channel measurements are identical to those obtained after convolution of the
cube train by the magnetometer response. We simply use each response curve to simulate the measurement
of the equivalent U-channel. We used the discrete sample measurements of the third simulation, which is
characterized by the most complex dynamical transition structure (Figures 7 and 8a). We added a 20-cm-long
void on both sides of the mimicked U-channel and convolved the measured data by the response function of
the magnetometer (Figure 1b). The U-channel measurements and convolution results are compared in
Figures 8 and 9 in terms of intensity, angular variation, and VGPs, respectively.
The good (expected) coherence between the measured and simulated U-channels indicates that this simple
convolution has captured the required details and therefore that it can be used further to test the impact of
other response curves. We ﬁrst used the response functions of the HR magnetometer at Institut de Physique
du Globe de Paris (IPGP) with a 5.5-cm half-width response curve (Figure 1a), then the d.c. SQUIDs of the later
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Figure 8. Convolution of measurements for successive discrete samples recording a 2-kyr polarity transition over 30 cm.
(a) Angular deviation (blue dots) and magnetization intensity (red dots) for measurements of individual 1.5-cm
samples. (b) Angular deviation (blue dots) and magnetization intensity (red dots) obtained from U-channel measurements.
(c) Angular deviation (green) and magnetization intensity (purple) after convolution of discrete sample measurements by
the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) high-resolution (HR) superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) response functions. (d) Same as (c) with the IPGP direct current SQUIDs. (e) Same as (c) using the Laboratoire des
Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement (LSCE) magnetometer response. (f) Same as (c) using the Institut des sciences de
la mer de Rimouski (ISMER) magnetometer response.

IPGP (Figure 1b) and Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement (LSCE) magnetometers
(Figure 1c), which have similar 6- to 7-cm half-width response curves, and ﬁnally the response of the liquid
helium free magnetometer from the Institut des sciences de la mer de Rimouski (ISMER) paleomagnetic
laboratory (Figure 1d). As expected, the resolution of the HR SQUIDs provides the best agreement with the
original samples but fails to reproduce the complexity of the directional changes (Figure 8c). The
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Figure 9. VGP paths shown in Figure 8 for the measurements and calculated convolutions.

convolution distorted the VGP path and considerably ampliﬁed the c2 loop (Figure 9c). The half-width
response curve of the HR IPGP magnetometer is 1.5 cm smaller than with the d.c. SQUIDs at IPGP and
0.5 cm for LSCE, while the ISMER (Rimouski) magnetometer has a 1-cm wider response (Figure 1). Our
simulation reveals that intensity (Figures 8d and 8e) changes are similar for both kind of magnetometers,
but that angular deviations (Figures 8d and 8e) and VGP trajectories (Figures 9d and 9e) obtained for IPGP
and LSCE beneﬁt from the 1-cm difference in resolution (Figure 9e). Notwithstanding this, both
magnetometers fail to reproduce the complexity of the original single sample measurements. Therefore,
despite improvement of resolution, the major characteristics of transitional changes are not correctly
reproduced by U-channel measurements. As expected, the measurements obtained with the larger
response of the ISMER magnetometer ampliﬁed the smearing (Figure 8f) and generated a much smoother
VGP trajectory (Figure 9f). The loop has almost disappeared and looks more like a small hairpin, while the
existence of VGP clusters is less obvious.
Overall, our simulations illustrate the sensitivity of U-channel transitional directions to the width of the
magnetometer response function. Differences, as small as 1 cm in the half-width of the response function,
can generate different VGP paths with different conﬁgurations that are also different from the original ﬁeld
and, thus, lead to erroneous interpretations in terms of ﬁeld behavior. Deconvolution of U-channel data is
commonly considered as an alternative way to recover original directions and to improve resolution.
Several deconvolution techniques have been proposed with various levels of success (Constable & Parker,
1991; Guyodo et al., 1999; Jackson et al., 2010; Oda & Shibuya, 1996; Oda & Xuan, 2014; Weeks et al., 1993).
The difﬁculty inherent to this approach is to restore variations with durations that are shorter than the window length of the magnetometer sensors but also to account for rapid changes in magnetization intensity.
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The most recent and successful method by Xuan and Oda (2015) proposes a statistical correction that
addresses these aspects.

7. Conclusions
We have investigated whether U-channel samples are appropriate for recovering high-ﬁdelity records of
large-amplitude rapid geomagnetic ﬁeld changes that are typical of excursions or polarity reversals. We used
a direct approach that consisted of testing successive measurements of individual 1.5-cm synthetic samples
against measurements of equivalent synthetic U-channels constructed by placing the same samples in a continuous row using a 2G Enterprises magnetometer with 7-cm half-length response function. This experiment
was exempt from disturbances due to sampling and did not take into account any additional smearing
induced by magnetization acquisition. We simulated excursions (including at least four directions with opposite polarity) over increasingly thicker intervals. Events shorter than 7.5 cm were not revealed by U-channel
measurements. Longer events were detected, but the amplitude of variations was attenuated considerably.
We found that a 20-cm excursional interval was required to detect paleomagnetic directions with opposite
polarity. The remanence intensity for U-channel measurements decreases within excursion thickness, which
could be used to indicate the presence of an excursion, but lack of detection of directional changes prevents
interpretation of directional behavior. When available, VGP paths describe a large looping during excursions
that result from smoothing of preexcursional and postexcursional directions.
Reversal simulations also failed to reproduce the original VGPs, even for long transitional intervals. Signal
smoothing inherent to U-channel measurements tends to constrain VGPs in longitude and generates artiﬁcial
directions. VGP loops are not reproduced, while a few geographically nearby VGPs can give the appearance
of a VGP cluster.
Results of U-channel measurements are consistent with a simple convolution of a discrete sample train by the
IPGP magnetometer response curves. We tested further the impact of other magnetometer response curves
and found that transitional directions and therefore the pattern of the transition are sensitive to the widths of
the response curves, even for differences as small as 1 cm.
Even though U-channel measurements are appropriate and extremely useful for documenting long-term
dipolar ﬁeld features and provide excellent records of ﬁeld behavior (magnetostratigraphy, relative paleointensity) and pertinent environmental studies, for sedimentation rates lower than ~10 cm/kyr, they fail to
detect directional changes inherent to excursions or polarity transitions. Smearing of directions with opposite
and/or intermediate polarities generate directional artifacts that are not representative of the magnetic
vector. High-frequency ﬁeld changes are recovered better in high deposition rate records, but transitional
directions are also affected by smoothing.
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Finally, we demonstrate that U-channel measurements fail to duplicate rapidly changing ﬁeld features during
polarity transitions, even for rapid deposition rates and are therefore not appropriate for reversal studies. This
is exempliﬁed by dissimilarities between single samples and U-channel directions reported in detailed highresolution records of excursions (Channell, 2017; Laj et al., 2006) and reversals (Channell et al., 2017). We do
not deny that there are situations with high sedimentation rates where U-channel measurements do not
appear to provide large distortions. However, there is no other way to assess the reliability of the directional
changes than by comparing the u-channel results with single sample measurements. We infer that the
U-channel measurement technique is not appropriate for extracting signiﬁcant information about detailed
ﬁeld morphologies during reversals and excursions and that such records should be systematically accompanied by discrete samples provided that the resolution of the record is sufﬁcient and tested against the deconvolution of U-channel measurements (Channell, 2017).
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